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Abst1'flct : 

B1'east cance1' is one of the most widesp1'ead types of cance1' in the wo1'ld. The key factOl 

in t1'eatment is to 1'eliably diagnose the cancer in the ea1'ly stages. Mo1'eove1'， Cl世rently used 

clinical diagnostic modalities， such as X-1'ay mammog1'aphy， MRI， and lùt1'a-sound a1'e limited 

by cost and reliability issues. These limitations have 血otivated 1'esea1'chers to develop a 皿ore

effective， low-cost diagnostic method and involving lowe1' ionization fo1' cancer detection. 

Recently， studies on the ea1'ly detection of b1'east cance1' by mic1'owave imaging have att1'acted 

significant泊te1'est among 1'esea1'che1's over the last decade， due to the high dielect1'ic p1'ope1'ties 

contrast between the cancerous and the no1'mal tissue. In this th随時tomog1'aphy based 

mic1'owave imaging is p1'oposed as a method fo1' ea1'ly breast cancer detection. This imagin g  

system has advantages sllch as low cost， being non-invasive and easy to use， with quantitative 

1血ages which p1'ovides info1'mation directly cor1'elated to the composition of the examined object， 

thus has a good potential in early cancer detection 

Mic1'owave to血ography is an inverse scattering p1'oble血 which is fo1'malized by 

determine the position and co皿plex pe1'mittivity distribution of the unknown object f1'om the 

measUl"ed scattel'ed field. The image 1'econst1'uction p1'ocess in mic1'owave tomog1'aphy involves 

fo1'wa1'd p1'oblem and inve1'se p1'oblem. Fo1' the fo1'wa1'd p1'oblem， Method of Moment ω10M) is 

used to obtain the measUl"も血ent scattering data. For the inverse p1'oblem， two app1'oaches we1'e 
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proposed to solve the non'linear inverse scattering 皿ethod， i.e.， Newton'Kantorovich and 

Distorted Born Iterative Method (DBIM). In addition， three types of solving胞chniques to 

reduce the ill'posedness and perfor皿 血ore stable solution were also introduced. The ill'posed of 

non'linear problem can be avoided by choosing appropriate solving techniques， conside阻.ble

number of unknowns used in the ana]ysis担gion， and the use of a ploi01-i information. 

In microwave to血ography， it is necessary to increase the amount of diverse observation 

data to ob旬1n accura陪image reconstruction of the complex permittivity distribution of the 

imaging area. Several methods were considered， such as increase the number of antennas， use 

multi-frequency method and i血plement the m ulti-polarization method. In this thesis， the 

multi-polarization approach has been proposed as a suitable technique for the acquisition of a 

val�ety of observation data. A compact'sized imaging sensor using multi'polarization appl'Oach 

for accurate image reconstruction is presented. While the effectiveness of employing 

nnùti'polarization has been con五r田ed， the physical considerations related to image 

reconstruction have not been investigated. An analysis of the correlation coefficient of the 

received data of adjacent antennas was performed to interι'pret the inIaging四sults. Numedcal 

simulation results demonstrated that multi'polarization can reconstruct images better 

compared 加 single polarizations owing to its low correlation coe節目ent. For this reason， the 

correlation coefficient may represent a viable parameter五01' image reconstruction in microwave 

tomography 白血ed at breast cancer detection 


